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✩Conjunctions
Conjunctions are words that join sentences. Choose one conjunction from the 
list below to join each pair of sentences. Use a different conjunction each time.

if so while although because when since but and then

She was going out to play. It rained.

He went to the cinema. He saw an adventure film.

We decided to go to the beach. The sun shone.

My friend came round. We were able to play together.

You came to visit me. I was ill.

Write sentences of your own, and use the conjunctions left over from the 
exercise above.
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This page focuses on conjunctions and their functions. Encourage your child to 
have fun trying different conjunctions between sentences. If he or she chooses 

a conjunction that doesn’t make sense, talk about why another fits better. 
Accept any sensible answers.
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✩Conjunctions
Conjunctions are words that join sentences. Choose one conjunction from the
list below to join each pair of sentences. Use a different conjunction each time. 

if     so     while     although     because     when     since     but     and     then

She was going out to play. It rained.

He went to the cinema. He saw an adventure film.

We decided to go to the beach. The sun shone.

My friend came round. We were able to play together.

You came to visit me. I was ill.

Write sentences of your own, and use the conjunctions left over from the
exercise above. 

You came to visit me when I was ill. 

She was going out to play but it  

rained.

He went to the cinema

and he saw an adventure film. 

We decided to go to the

beach while the sun shone. 

My friend came round 

so we were able to play together .
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